Two defects in old New Zealand Black mice are involved in the loss of low-dose paralysis to type III pneumococcal polysaccharide.
Treatment of normal mice with a subimmunogenic dose of type III pneumococcal polysaccharide (SSS-III) results in the development of an antigen-specific state of unresponsiveness termed low-dose paralysis. This unresponsiveness is mediated by T suppressor cells and can be transferred by Lyt-2+ T cells, but not by L3T4+ T cells, obtained 18 hr after priming. As autoimmune New Zealand Black (NZB) mice age, there is a progressive decrease in low-dose paralysis to SSS-III. The defect in older NZB mice resulting in decreased suppressive activity was investigated by transferring primed Lyt-2+ T cells from young into old mice, and vice versa. Enlarged Lyt-2+ T cells from old NZB mice could not suppress the SSS-III response of young recipients. However, Lyt-2+ T cells of normal cell size were efficient in inhibiting the antibody response upon transfer. Primed Lyt-2+ T cells from young NZB mice did not affect the response of old recipients, but effectively suppressed the response of young mice. These results suggest that there are two defects involved in the decline of low-dose paralysis to SSS-III in aging NZB mice: Enlarged Lyt-2+ T cells may lose their ability to function as mediators of suppression; and B cells may become resistant to T cell-mediated suppression.